
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Industry+ at Milan Design Week 2017

Industry+ presents its collection at ‘Matter and Muse’ during Milan Design Week 2017 as part of ‘A Matter 
of Perception: Linking Minds’ organised by Mosca Partners and DAMN°, at Palazzo Litta.

‘Matter’ is fascination with the tangible world such as material, nature, and craft. ‘Muse’ is thought and 
inspiration with people, culture, technique, and philosophy. ‘Matter and Muse’ showcases collections of 
contemporary design made using traditional craft, forms inspired by production techniques, and concepts 
that push boundaries of the material.

Works at ‘Matter and Muse’ embody a subconscious Asian aesthetic. Designed by Asians who have worked 
and lived in various parts of the world, these pieces reflect nuances of their culture with an international 
flavour. Designers re-interpret everyday objects using ordinary materials such as glass, metal, bamboo-
weave and wood, coupled with common manufacturing techniques and artisanal craft from various parts of 
Asia.

In the spirit of ‘Linking Minds’, this year’s highlights from the Industry+ collection includes products that 
draw reference from elements close to the designers’ hearts. 

Jun Yasumoto reinterprets the humble Japanese soba chair through Ebisu’s contemporary profile in 100% 
aluminium for both indoor and outdoor spaces. Available in chair, mid- and high- stools with interchangeable 
seats, Ebisu’s low backrest and small footprint renders it compact and comfortable.

Inspired by the utility of military equipment, Dai Sugasawa’s Bipod Table is a tribute to modernist principles 
of simplicity, practicality and tactility. Fully foldable with adjustable height and a retraction mechanism, the 
table is easy to carry and transport. The Bipod’s form is the sum of its functions: parts are represented as 
they are, exposed to emphasise the table’s mechanical beauty.

Combining elements of East and West, Kimu Design’s New Old Divider allows for a transformative experience 
within spatial design. As the fans collapse within their frames, the interactive play between positive and 
negative space transforms the atmosphere in interior environments.

‘Matter and Muse’ is presented in partnership with Spektacularis and Kimu Design. 4th – 9th April 2017, 
11am – 9pm, Palazzo Litta, Corso Magenta 24, Milano
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Ebisu
Jun Yasumoto

A re-interpretation of the humble soba chair with a contemporary profile 
in 100% aluminium. Ebisu is lightweight, compact and comfortable, with 
interchangeable seats.

Aluminium

Chair W405 x D400 x H700   mm
Mid W405 x D400 x H900   mm
High W405 x D400 x H1080 mm

Colours: Bottle green, Brown red, Charbon, Aube, Blanc



Bipod Table
Dai Sugasawa

Inspired by the utility of military equipment, the Bipod table is a tribute to 
the modernist principles of simplicity, practicality and tactility. The Bipod’s 
form is the sum of its functions: represented as they are, with exposed 
parts that emphasise the table’s mechanical beauty.

Weighing approximately 13kg, the table is easy to carry or transport, 
and is fully foldable with adjustable height and a retraction mechanism. 
Made up of 95 per cent aluminium, the Bipod is lightweight, compact, 
and fully recyclable. The Bipod encourages improvisation: it can be used 
anywhere, and at any time, adapting its function to a variety of spaces 
and circumstances.  

Aluminium

1800L x 820W x 730/750H mm



Luxury Towers
Studio Juju

A way to enjoy luxury is to afford time, freedom and space.

Luxury Towers is a set of vessels inspired by the personal ritual of 
dressing up.  A watch, an heirloom ring, a favourite necklace - these 
objects are wrapped gently by the bubble, floating above the table 
surface.

Acrylic with baked enamel

L130 x W122 x H113 mm
L85 x W80 x H178 mm
L290 x W100 x H70 mm



Crane Lamp
Studio Juju

Through the articulation of its neck, the Crane lamp is animated in a 
nodding motion, which is both whimsical and functional. Designed 
by Studio Juju, the Crane’s neck can be articulated to be used as an 
ambient light against the wall or as a directional reading lamp.

Powder coated steel

Ø300 x H1350mm



New Old Divider
Kimu Design

A combination of East and West, flexible elements of the divider allow 
for a transformative experience within spatial design. As the oriental fans 
collapse within the frame, a play between positive and negative space 
transforms the atmosphere in interior environments.

Solid ash, handmade paper, brass

W1980 x H1660  x D24 mm (frame)



Shallows
Critiba

Shallows combines a crystal vase, plant and water into one form. The 
surface tension of water becomes a textural element – the shallow at 
the top of the container gives space for liquid to be filled. The water at 
the surface of the vase acts as a poetic expression for the vitality of the 
vessel’s function, to give life to the plant in which it contains.

Crystal glass

D75 x H95 mm
D120 x H65 mm
D90 x 115 mm



Ordinarian
Anon Pairot

Ordinarian by Anon Pairot elevates the ubiquitous military gallon tank into 
a set of objets d’art, which also function as seating. The tanks have been 
cast in various materials such as brass and aluminium.

Coated fibreglass

W280 x D360 x H405 mm



Spring
Gabriel Lichauco

A seating series represented by nature wrapping itself around an object 
through time. Its design focal point is the fine relief carving traditionally 
used in the Philippines for ethnic visual expression. In the Spring, the 
wood carving motif is a contemporary interpretation of stylized flora while 
evoking sentimentally over foliage grown wild and left undisturbed.

Philippine Mahogany

Stool R350 x H475 mm
Chair 530 x 580 x 430/ H640 mm


